Description of pieces
This document includes a description of the pieces, who they can be used by – adults or children and age
groups.

Equipment

Size

Description

12’x12’x9’

Green curved slide - for 6 YEARS and UNDER. There is a bouncy
section the pegs to climb up to the slide where they will then
come down

16’x16’x9’

Boxing ring – comes with comical boxes gloves. Children and
adults can us this piece

16’x16’x4’

Twister Game – Adults and children can use this can.
So instead of the flat mat version, this one is inflatable allowing
for tons more fun. Left hand –green, right foot – blue ….

13’Ø

Sumo Suits & Mat - Bounce your opponent with your big fat
chubby self

3 pairs of various size of
suits
Whale pool - for small children and young teenagers
32’x16’x13’

16’x16’x13’

Blue Bounce House - Adults can bounce in here and bring
out the kid in them. Its just like a trampoline, but safer
and more secure

16’x19’x14’

The Red Castle Knight with slide - is for kids all ages and
adults with approx. 120-140lbs. there is a bouncy section
and some pegs that take you up to the slide. where they
will then come down

16’x19’x14’

Yellow Birthday themed castle with slide is for kids all
ages and adults with approx. 120-140lbs. There is a
bouncy section and some pegs that take you up to the
slide. where they will then come down

Pool & 4 balls

Zorb Ball - Adults and children can race around in these in a
confined area. The confined area is 35’x45’.
Max. weight of approx. 150-160lbs

Sm pool & 2 Balls

Cotton Candy

Pop Corn

Face Painting

Animal Balloons

Balloon wall with darts
(not recommended for children under 12yrs old)

Tic Tac Toe

Throw the Tin/Pipe

Bean Bag Throw Board Games

Toys for Small Children
Ball Drop with bridge

Fun Chute with handles

Stackable coloured rings

Tents and tunnels

Wooden toy house with balls

Peg board Set

Building blocks

Small Play mat (to be used on solid surfaces; no
grass)

